DEPARTMENT OF LIVESTOCK PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT  
SKN COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE: JOBNER  
No.SKN/RKVY/2018/109 Date: 16.03.2018

To

The Dean  
SKNCOA, Jobner

Sub: Request to publish corrigendum in desert cooler tender

Sir,

With reference to subject cited above it is to submit limited tender of desert cooler was invited vide letter No.SKN/RKVY/2018/96-103 dated 14.03.2018 under RKVY-04. In this tender speed of fan was 1600-1800 rpm but a corrigendum is to be issued that speed should be 1400-1450. Kindly direct O/I CIMCA for the same.

Thanking you

Yours faithfully

Dr Mahesh Datt  
PI, RKVY-04

ask cimca for me

2/16/3118